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ABSTRACT

The value of theoretical analyses in user interface design
hasbeen hotly debated.All sidesagree that it is difficult to
apply current theoretical models within the constraints of
real-world developmentprojects. We attack this problem in
the context of bringing the theoretical ideaswithin a model
of exploratory learning [19] to bear on the evaluation of
alternative interfaces for walk-up-and-use systems. We
derived a “cognitive walkthrough” procedure for
systematically evaluating features of an interface in the
context of the theory. Four people independently applied
this procedure to four alternative interfaces for which we
have empirical usability data. Consideration of the
walkthrough sheds light on the consistency with which
such a procedure can be applied as well as the accuracyof
the results.
KEYWORDS: Design methodology, formal models of
humancomputer interaction, walk-up-and-usesystems.
INTRODUCTION

Application of formal cognitive models of humancomputer interaction to the design of computing systems
within the constraints imposed by an actual development
process is a hotly debated question [3,4,6]. Some have
claimed that the cognitive processes described in our
current models of human-computer interaction do not
provide guidancefor a wide enoughrange of issuesto be of
any real use in the development process [6,7,23]. Also,
there is widespread agreement that applying cognitive
models to evaluate a design is a difficult task [2,3,10].
Applying formal cognitive theory usually involves
developing a simulation model of the processesinvolved in
performing a task using the proposed design [16]. Often,
building the model is equivalent in complexity to
programming the proposedapplication.
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The issue we explore in this paper is how one extracts
design and evaluation guidance from a formal theory of
human-computerinteraction. We accept the argument that
building complete simulation models to evaluate a design
is not feasible in a typical development process. In this
paper, we describe how theory may be used to guide a
design review. The methodology we propose is analogous
to the kinds of structured walkthroughs advocated by
various individuals in the software engineeringcommunity
[8,22,241.
We use a theory of exploratory learning developed by
Polson and Lewis [19] to generate a list of theoretically
motivated questions about the user interfaces of systems
intended for use in applications with minimal formal
training requirements, e.g. advanced phone services and
other consumer applications of computer technology. The
questionsfocus on the interaction betweenthe design and a
user attempting to perform a specific task. Positive
responsesto individual questionssupport the inferencethat
the interface will be easily learned. Negative responses
highlight steps in an operating procedure that will be
difficult to learn and suggest the causes for a potential
sourceof difficulty.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
second section, we present a brief summary of the Polson
and Lewis [19] model of exploratory learning, CE+. We
then discuss the design guidelines that Lewis and Polson
derived from CE+ and outline problems with these
guidelines.Our argumentsare very similar to generalkinds
of criticism that have been leveled against all kinds of
design guidelines, for example those in Smith and Mosier
[21] and Rubenstein and Hersh [20]. In the fourth section,
we present the details of our cognitive walkthrough
procedure, discuss potential advantages,and compare the
walkthrough process with design guidance derived from
theoretically motivated guidelines. In the next section we
present an evaluation of the methodology, in which three
out of the four authors of this paper did independent
walkthroughs of four different user interface designs for
which we have extensive user test data, The final section
offers general conclusions as to the value of the
methodology.
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Polson and Lewis [19] develop a cognitive theory of initial
learning in human-computerinteract.ionand derive from the
theory a set of design guidelines to support the
developmentof applications requiring minimal learning on
the part of users. The resulting model is similar to ACT*
111and SOAR [12]. The model contains a problem-solving
component, a learning component, and an execution
component. It combines a rule-based representation of
procedural knowledge from Cognitive Complexity Theory
[11,16], the analysis of system responses from Lewis’s
work on learning from demonstrations[ 131,and a model of
the problem-solving processes derived from the puzzleproblem literature of the late ’70s and early ’80s [ 183.
The problem-solving component of CE+ predicts that a
user will choose among alternative actions based on the
similarity between the user’s expectation of the
consequencesof an action and the user’s current goal. The
comparison process is strongly influenced by the
superficial similarity of the descriptions of goal and
actions. A match between and command name and a term
or phrase in the goal description can causea user to select
that command. The problem-solving process is analogous
to hill-climbing, which is a variety of means-ends
analysis. This type of problem-solving behavior has been
found in a large number of studies on subjects working in
novel problem domains [9].
After the selected action has been executed, the user
evaluatesthe responseprovided by the systemand makesa
decision as to whether or not progress is being made
toward the goal. Progress evalu,ation is done using
heuristics proposed by Lewis [13] to model learning from
demonstrations. It is of particular importance that a user
receivessystemresponsesthat he perceivesas being related
to the original goal. If a mismatchis detected,the user will
attempt to undo the just taken action.
The learning occurs when the evaluation processleads to a
positive decision. The previously taken step is stored in
memory in the form of a rule. Thus, Polson and Lewis
[19] follow Anderson in concluding that the major
problems in acquiring skills are due to the difficulty and
complexity of the problem-solving processesand not to
the encoding processes that store successful problemsolving episodesin long term memory.
The execution component of CE+ models the user by first
attempting to fire an applicable rule that matches the
current context. If none is found, the problem-solving
component described above is invoked and the model
attempts to discover an action that leads to a positive
evaluationof progress.
DESIGN-FOR-SUCCESSFUL-GUESSING

Polson and Lewis 1191derive, from the model that we have
briefly outlined above, a set of design principles. They
argue that the knowledge-poor problem-solving strategies
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usedby the theory are a guessingprocess;thus they called
their principles ‘Design-for-Successful-Guessing.’ As an
example, four out of the eight design principles from their
paper are as follows:
1. Make the repertory of available actions salient.
2. Provide an obvious way to undo actions.
3. Offer few alternatives.
4. Require as few choices as possible.
In the following,we briefly describethe rationale for two of
the guidelines. Guideline 1, “Make the repertory of
available actions salient,*’makesthe obvious point that the
theory assumesthat new users explicitly evaluatepossible
actions by comparing each to the goal. If an action is
unknown to the user, obviously it will never be considered
or executed.A good illustration of this error occurred in an
early version of the IBM Displaywriter, a menu based
system, that used a special key to summon a critical
auxiliary menu in order to invoke the print command.
When new users were given ,the task of printing a
document, they diligently searc:hed through the menu
hierarchy. However, they had no information that would
enable them to deduce that they had to press a critical key
which would make the print option available to them.
Guideline 2, “Provide obvious ways to undo actions,” is
necessary because of the nature of the learning process.
Users are making a series of guesses about what the
appropriate next action should be. This trial and error
problem-solving process may lead to a fair number of
mistakes. The interface has to provide both the feedback
necessaryfor the user to detectsuch mistakesand a safeand
obvious way to undo erroneousactions.
We briefly discuss two difficulties with such guidelines:
applicability and tradeoffs. Guideline 3, “Offer few
alternatives,” suggestsconstraining each choice to a few
alternatives. Guideline 4, “limit the number of choices,”
makesboth the problems of applicability and tradeoffsvery
clear. These guidelines suggest that an interface should
have both a narrow and shallow menu structure. If the
interface must support a large number of alternative
commands, this is obviously impossible. A more
complete analysis involves examining the process by
which a user attempts to discriminate between a large
number of alternatives. If it can be assumed that users
understanddifferencesbetween a large number of tasks10 or 15 - and the menu items clearly described these
differences, the theory predicts that users would be able to
select the correct alternative out of 10 to 15 choices. Thus,
a guideline’s applicability or the tradeoffs between
conflicting guidelines are resolvedby evaluating the design
using the theory that motivated the guidelines. In the next
section of the paper we describea methodology for such an
evaluation.
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CE+ Design Walkthrough

Evaluator

Date

Interface

Task

Step # -

Actionslchoices should be ranked according to what percentage of potential users are expected to
have problems: 0 = none; I = some; 2 = more than half; 3 = most.

1. Description of user’s immediate goal:
2. (First/next) atomic action user should take:

2a. Obvious that action is avaiZabZe ? Why/why

not?

2b. Obvious that action is appropriate to goal ? Why/Why not?
3. How will user access description of action?
3a. Problem accessing? Why/Why not?
4. How will user associate description with action?
4a. Problem associating? Why/why not?
5. All other available actions less appropriate ? For each, why/why not?
6. How will user execute the action?
6a. Problems? Why/why not?
7. If timeouts, time for user to decide before timeout? Why/why not?

8. Execute the action. Describe system response:
8a. Obvious progress has been made toward goal? Why/why not?
8b. User can accessneeded info. in system response? Why/why not?
9. Describe appropriate modified goa2, if any:
9a. Obvious that goal should change? Why/why not?
9b. If task completed, is it obvious? Why/why not?

Figure 1. A cognitive walkthrough evaluation form for a single action
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The cognitive walkthrough is a theoretically structured
evaluation process that takes the form of a list of questions
(Figure 1). The questions focus the dlesigner’s attention on
individual aspects of the interface that the CE+ theory
claims are important in facilitating the problem-solving
and learning processes. The overall process goes as
follows.
First, the designer (or design team) specifies a series of
tasks on which one will evaluate the design. Next, the
sequence of user actions that will successfully perform a
given task is specified by the designe,r.There may be more
than one such sequence. Finally, the main part of the
walkthrough involves using the problem-solving and
feedback evaluation processes from CE+ to evaluate the
ease of learning for the proposed design on a particular
task. If an evaluator expects no problems at a given step,
that judgment has to be defended. If problems are expected,
they should be described.
The evaluation of each step in a task includes the
following processes. The evaluator begins by giving a
description of the user’s current goals and the correct action
(Figure 1, Questions 1 and 2). The next series of questions
(Questions 2a through 7) evaluate the ease with which the
user will be able to correctly select that action and execute
it. Next, the evaluator describes the system response and
judges its adequacy (Question 8). The final question
(Question 9) evaluates whether the user’s ability to form
an appropriate goal for the next action or detect that the
task has been completed. If the task is not complete, the
evaluator assumes that the goals have been correctly
modified and proceeds to evaluate the next step.
A cognitive walkthrough makes explicit the important
design decisions that have been made either implicitly or
explicitly in the process of designing an interface and the
implications of those decisions for the problem-solving
processes and learning by exploration. In essence, the
designer is doing a hand simulation of the processes
described by the theory that are involved in action
selection. The processes by which a user attempts to learn
a system involve complex interactions between the
cognitive processes of the user, the characteristics of the
tasks, and the details of a particular user interface. Making
correct inferences about the usability of an interface
requires an understanding of the roles of mental processes,
especially action selection and goal transformations.
A detailed understanding of these interactive processes is,
of course, one of the major advantages of doing a complete
simulation of the processes involved in using an interface
to perform a specific task. The disadvantages, mentioned
previously, are obvious. Building a simulation model is a
task equivalent in difficulty to developing a small or
moderate sized expert system. Our goal in developing the
cognitive walkthrough methodology described above is to
achieve much of the detailed understanding of interactive
processes provided by a simulation model without
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investing the resources necessary to develop a complete
running simulation.
THE
EFFECTIVENESS
WALKTHROUGHS

OF

COGNITIVE

In this section we describe thle results achieved by
evaluating an interface using the cognitive walkthrough
methodology. We compare those results to empirical data
for the same interface. Two major issues were whether the
technique would give consistent results across evaluators
and whether the walkthrough would predict the same
problems identified by the empirical data.
Description

of the interface

and Tasks

Evaluated

Both the walkthrough and the empirical study evaluated
four different interface designs to a mail messaging system.
The system allowed users to read Imessages,more forward
and backward among messages,and delete messages.There
were two major differences between the interfaces. First, in
the Model versions (Model No-Feedback m
and Model
Feedback [MF]), playing or deleting a message advanced
the system pointer to the next message, whereas the
Explicit versions (Explicit No-Feedback [ENF] and
Explicit Feedback [EF]) required the user to explicitly press
the FORWARD key to advance the message pointer.
Second, the No-Feedback versions (MNF and ENF)
supplied no information as to where in the messagelist the
pointer was currently located, whereas the Feedback
versions (MF and EF) did provide this information.
Feedback versions also informed the user when a message
had been played or deleted.
In all versions, the commands available were PLAY,
DELETE, FORWARD, BACKiWARD, DONE, and
RESET. The DONE command was used to terminate a
session after the user had finished a task successfully. The
RESET command allowed a user to restart a task. Pressing
DONE whe.n the task had not been successfully completed
had the same effect as pressing RESET.
Two tasks were evaluated. Task 1 was to “Play all
messages,” and three messageswere provided. Task 2 was
to “Play all messages and then delete them,” and four
messages were provided. The Model versions of the
interface, especially Model No-Feedback, were designed to
be especially difficult for the second task, since pressing
PLAY (or DELETE) had the dual effect of playing (or
deleting) a message and moving the message pointer.
Where the task was to play and then delete several
messages,pressing PLAY followed by DELETE in either
of the Model versions would play the first message and
delete the second, a situation from which the user could
only recover by resetting the interface and starting over.
Description

of the Walkthrough

Four evaluators each performed independent cognitive
walkthroughs of Tasks 1 and 2, for all four interfaces to
the mail messaging system. Three of the four evaluators
(C.L., C.W., J.R.) were familiar with the CE+ model.
These evaluators also had discussed the general trends of
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1 PLAY-15
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PLAY -8
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1

FORWARD- 7

L DONE- 1

1

Figure 2. Example of an action tree for the task “Play all your messages,” with two messages.

data already gathered by an empirical study of the same
interfaces, but none had evaluated the data at the level of
detail that the walkthrough would predict. The fourth
evaluator was not familiar with CE+ or the data. Each
evaluator was instructed to explore each interface,
determine a solution path (i.e., action sequence), and then
perform the walkthrough. Problems identified during the
walkthrough were to be rated according to a discrete scale:
0 = no users would have problems; 1 = some would have
problems; 2 = more than half would have problems; 3 =
most users would select the wrong action.
In addition to the main waIkthrough procedure, three of the
evaluators considered the robustness of each interface as
predicted by the theory. The question here was whether the
interface would help or hinder a user who had deviated from
the direct path to a solution.
Consistency

Across

Evaluators

After all the walkthroughs had been completed, two of the
evaluators (C.W. and J-R.) compared the results. It was
found that 20 unique problems had been identified across
all evaluations, of which 13 had been noted by three or
more of the evaluators, and 18 had been noted by two or
more of the evaluators. The three evaluators who were
familiar with the CE+ theory had agreed on 9 of the 20
problems, whereas the fourth evaluator had noted only one
of these problems. Where more than one evaluator noted
the same problem, there was often disagreement as to the
numerical rating and as to where on the evaluation form
the problem should be recorded: e.g., as a incorrectly

formed goal (Question 1 and Question 9) or as an
inappropriate response to a correct but unclear goal
(Question 5). For the robustness analysis, the three
evaluators familiar with the theory had ranked the interfaces
in the sameorder.
Walkthrough
Results

Results

Compa’red

to

Empirical

As part of a larger project, empirical data had been collected
for the two tasks with each of the four interfaces. Each
interface-task combination had been tested on at least 15
subjects. These results had been compiled by the
experimenters into action trees. Action trees are graphic
representations of the paths taken by subjects or groups of
subjects through the space of actions afforded by the
interface. An example of an action tree for a simple task is
shown in Figure 2. In the experiment recorded in this tree,
15 users pressed PLAY as their first action, then eight
pfessedPLAY once more, followed by DONE. Seven users
pressed FORWARD after the first PLAY, then deviated
into various other paths.
Using the action trees, we compared the empirical data to a
list of 18 problems agreed on by two or more of the
evaluators. We looked for points in the trees where
subjects had deviated from a direct path to a solution, and
where that deviation seemed to reflect one of the problems
identified in the walkthroughs. Of the 18 problems,
evidence for 15 was found in the data. The remaining three
were of a type that the data could not reflect (e.g., one
evaluator predicted that a user might expect audio feedback,
but no specific error responsewas predicted).
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Table 1. Empirical results compared with walkthrough predictions

Possible
Paths2

Paths
Predicted by
Walkthrough
--

25
25
37
37

5
5
9
9

2/3
l/5
l/4
416

MNF/2
MF/2
ENF/2
EF12

937
937
777
777

17
6
11
6

215
018

Totals:

3552

6s

Condition/
Task1
MNF/ 1
MF/l
ENF/l
EF/l

Observed Paths4
(predicted/total)

Observed
Subject
Traversals5
(predicted/total)

Observed Paths
to Error6
(predictedltotati)

Observed
Subject
Traversals to
Error’
(predicted/total)

14 / 15
7 I 15
12 / 16
12 I15

l/2

617

O/4
l/4
315

O/8
12 I 16

11/14

8115

215

018

5/9
3111

o/17
lO/ 16
7115

418
218

8115
O/l7
8114
6/14

18/51

70 / 124

13/44

511105

IMNF = Model No-Feedback; MF = Model Feedback; ENF = Explicit No-Feedback; EF = Explicit Feedback.
2Counts of possible paths through the inlcrface for each task, terminating a path at successful completion or the first error.
3Paths predicted by evaluators. Includes all paths indicated correct by any evaluator and error paths predicted by two or more evaluators.
4Number of distinct paths observed in subjtit data, terminating a path at successful completion or the fist error.
5Number of traversals of paths by subjects. Thus, one path traversed by three subjects contributes three traversals.
6Numbe.r of distinct paths ending in an error observed in subject data.
7Number of subject traversals of paths ending in error; see note 5 above for definition of ‘subject traversals.’

The two evaluators who evaluated the walkthroughs for
consistency also used the walkthrough results to create
trees of predicted subject action paths. The walkthrough
trees contained (1) any path that one or more evaluator had
identified as a direct path to a solution, and (2) any path
that proceeded along an identified solution path and then
branched into an error action predicted by two or more
evaluators. Possible error or recovery paths beyond any
first branch off a direct path were not.included in the trees.

paths available to the subjects,never more than 24 percent
(i.e., 9/37) and as low as 0.6 percent (6/937). Nonetheless,
the predicted paths included 35 percent (M/51) of the
distinct paths traversed by subjects. If we consider the
number of subjects traversing r.he paths, so that more
frequentpathsare counted more heavily, coverageis better:
if we call a traversalof a given path by a subject a subject
traversal,70 out of 124 subject traversalswere predicted,or
56.5 percent.

The trees predicted by the walkthroughs were evaluated
according to two criteria. Obviously, we were interestedin
locating error actions in the empirical data that matched
error actions predicted by the walkthroughs. However, we
also wanted to demonstrate that the predictions had not
merely encompassedso much of the potential action space
that matching error actions was inevi.table.As a measureof
this problem, we compared the number of paths in the
walkthrough trees to the number of possible paths in the
action space,where possiblepaths were defined in the same
manner as the predicted action paths in the walkthrough
trees.(Note that we are consideringonly a defined subsetof
possible action sequences that subjects could -generate,
since we terminate all paths as soon as an error action is
performed.)

Focusing on errors, of 44 paths leading to errors that were
observed, 13 were predicted. Taking into account the
number of subjects traversing these paths, 51 of 105
subject traversalsleading to errors were predicted, or 48.5
percent.

The results of matching the walkthrough trees to the
empirical action trees are detailed in Table 1. As indicated
by the first two columns of the table, the evaluators had
confined their predictions to a relatively small subsetof all
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SUMMARY

The results we have presentedin this paper show that our
cognitive walkthrough methodology can detect almost 50
percent of the problems that were revealed by a full scale
evaluation study using two different realistic tasks on a
simplified messagingsystem.The reader should understand
that we are using a very strict criterion for the notion of
error. Any deviation from a solution path identified in the
walkthrough was tallied as a problem. Some of these
deviations seemto be due to the importation of background
knowledge from phone messaging systems: for example,
beginning the sessionby pressing the BACK key, perhaps
to ‘rewind’ the messagesbefore playing them. Others may
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have been due to the simple desire on the part of subjects
to explore the user interface before completing the task.
We do not want to claim that the cognitive walkthrough
methodology will eliminate the need for evaluating
prototypes of the interface. Our arguments are that the
walkthrough with a very limited investment in resources,
approximately an hour per task per interface, can detect
almost 50 percent of the problems encountered by users of
the design.
There were inconsistencies between our evaluators that
turned out to be quite revealing. One of the four evaluators
had read the Polson and Lewis [19] paper but was not
deeply familiar with the theory. The other three evaluators
had been deeply involved in the development of the theory
and simulation models derived from the theory. There was
a high level of agreement among these three evaluators,
but less with the fourth evaluator. The fourth evaluator
predicted fewer observed error paths than the other
evaluators, besides making some different predictions. Our
claim is that the evaluation process is akin to a hand
simulation of the mechanisms described by the theory of
exploratory learning. Thus, it would seem reasonable that
successful execution of the walkthrough methodology
would require deep knowledge of the theory. This result,
however, does suggest that successful transfer of the
walkthrough methodology to another group would require
development of a suitable training program in the
underlying theoretical models, including practice exercises
to shape intuitions necessary to successfully apply the
theory in the walkthrough.
We think the results we have obtained support our basic
claims for the properties and effectiveness of cognitive
walkthroughs, in the limited context of simple interfaces
and tasks, and limited background knowledge by users.
Caution in extending the method is suggested by the fact
that the proportion of error traversals predicted declines
from 64 for Task 1 to .37 for the more complex Task 2.
On the other hand, we see no reason in principle why the
method cannot be applied in more complex situations, or
for that matter adapted to reflect a more complex
underlying theory. For example, given a theory which
accounted for memory load effects, which CE+ does not,
the walkthrough procedure could be expanded to call for
assessmentof memory load at each stage of an interaction.
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